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In a record-breaking turn, U.S. life expectancy just surpassed its sharpest two-year decline in 100

years. In 2019 the average American could expect to live about 79 years; that number has

plunged to just 76 in 2022.

“The reduction has been particularly steep among Native Americans and Alaska Natives, the

National Center for Health Statistics reported. Average life expectancy in those groups was

shortened by four years in 2020 alone,” The New York Times reported.

While coronavirus is partially to blame, chronic conditions like obesity and diabetes, poor diet,

lack of exercise and an inadequate health care system, as well as social ills such as “widespread

access to guns” also contributed, researchers said.
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No doubt there is a now a drop in life expectancy in the U.S. but as a superspreader of misinformation, the NYT is perhaps not the best

choice to interpret ogcial health statistics. The immuno-compromised and elderly have always been vulnerable to infections and

co-morbidities. Gun ownership laws are not new. The new phenomena are gain-of-function lab engineered infections, increased

exposure to electro magnetic ields which may potentiate these infections, intrusive medical interventions which may do more harm

than good, including fake PCR “testing”, inappropriate drug prescription, ventilation procedures and most importantly injection of

bioweapons masquerading as vaccines.  stevekirsch.substack.com/.../heres-how-the-vaccine-is-causing
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A sick society is a good biz model for the Pharma-Medical cartel
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There are no "immuno-compromised", because the "immune" system looks like a myth, become lucrative fraud for undue proit.

Many elderly only struggle, because their bodies have signiicantly declined, because of bad diets and/or inadequate hydration,

thus cellular "ageing" and a less energised body. Shrinking and wrinkling of the aged are apparently caused by cellular

dehydration, not lack of Collagen; hydrating cosmetics are effectively mere symptom treating drugs because they don't treat the

causes, which can include far too much skin "cleaning".

Decent nutrition and hydration, including minimal processing, can signiicantly reduce age decline. It has been suggested, that

with an optimal diet and hydration, many humans could live to 400 years old; this optimal diet would probably be raw, wild, animal

food, with preference for organ meat and fat, like wild, four legged, hunting, alpha carnivores prefer, with little or no plant foods.

We should be eating offal, organs, and blood, not stupidly giving them to pets, and farm animals!
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An anti gun biased comment by the researchers. I do know of dying person gun suicides. But missing from gun suicide statistics is how

many had a terminal illness. Sort of like saying those who died within 2 weeks of getting a Covid shot were unvaccinated. If 75% of gun

sucicides are by dying people that puts a much different spin on gun death statistics. Also watch the wording of gun deaths to see if it

is a homocide. Some are gun deaths during a self defense shooting.
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Yes, the so called "researchers did indeed mix OpEd content into the research with inclusion of their politically slanted "...social

ills such as “widespread access to guns” also contributed, researchers said."  It's interesting how, these days, medical patient

intake info forms include inappropriate questions such as, but probably not limited to, "are there irearms in your home?"
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"Sign The Petition To Investigate The CDC" - Oregon Legislators File For A Federal Grand Jury Investigation

 standforhealthfreedom.com/.../cdc-grand-jury-investigation  ............................ AND DO PASS IT ON!
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In one year the drop in life expectancy is shocking. While various posters haves noted that diet and lifestyle issues contribute to

shortened life expectancy this kind of sudden drop is almost unbelievable (maybe wars with huge battleield losses could make a

difference). The fact  no one is investigation means the elephant in the room has opened the door to a whole heard and everyone is

managing to pretend the heard just doesn't exist.
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The cause appears to be the modern diet, especially sweet and processed "foods", polluted tap water, modern medicine, and other

pollution, including many industrial chemicals, and strong, modulated RF pollution from Radio and AC power. Grains, Sugars, vegetable

seed oils, hydrogenated fats, and the criminal frauds of "low-saturated fat", "low-salt", "low-cholesterol", have had signiicant adverse

effect on health! Most drugs and other interventions are worse than useless, because they are harmful and often merely dampen

symptoms. The former created the "need" for even more toxic drugs, and the latter can make the underlying causes even worse,

because it will stop or hamper the detox processes which are called disease or illness; a lot of this looks like criminal fraud for proit!
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